UNITED STATES OF AMRICA
FEDERA TRAE COMMISSION

OFFICE OF ADMISTRTIVE LAW JUGES

In the Matter of
BASIC RESEARCH , LLC
A.G. WATERHOUSE , LLC
KLEIN- BECKER USA , LLC
NURASPORT , LLC
SOY AGE DERMOGIC LABORATORIS , LLC
BAN, LLC d//a BASIC RESEARCH , LLC
OLD BASIC RESEARCH , LLC

BASIC RESEARCH , A.G. WATERHOUSE
KLEIN-BECKER USA , NUTRA SPORT , and
SOY AGE DERMALOGIC LABORATORIS
DENNS GAY
DANL B. MOWRY dlb/a AMERICAN

Docket No. 9318

PHYTOTHERAY RESEARCH LABORATORY , and

MITCHELL K. FRIEDLANDER
Respondents.

ORDER DENYING COMPLAINT COUNSEL' S MOTION FOR PROTEC'fIVE ORDER
TO LIMIT RESPONDENTS' DISCOVERY OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE
TO CLARFY THE SCHEDULING ORDER

On November 8 , 2004 , Complaint Counsel filed a motion seeking a protective order to
limit Respondents ' discovery or , in the alternative , to clarfY the scheduling order ("
Motion
On November 9 2004 , expedited responses to the motion were ordered. On November 16
2004
Basic Research , LLC; A.G.Waterhouse , LLC; Klein- Becker USA , LLC; Nutrasport
, LLC;
Sovage Dennalogic Laboratories , LLC; Ban , LLC , (collectively the " Corporate Respondents
filed an opposition (" Corporate Opposition ); and Respondent Daniel Mowrey filed an
opposition ("Mowrey Opposition ). On November 17 , 2004 , Respondent Mitchell Friedlander
filed an opposition ("Friedlander Opposition ). On November 19 2004 , Respondent
Denns Gay
filed an opposition (" Gay Opposition

II.
Complaint Counsel moves for a protective order to limt all Respondents
' discovery to a
combined total of sixty interrogatories , sixty document requests
, and sixty requests for
admssions. Motion at Jl. Complaint Counsel cites a discussion at the August 10
, 2004

prehearng conference regarding whether the discovery limits apply per side or per
par. Motion
at 3. Complaint Counsel argues that "Respondents have launched an avalanche of irrelevant
and

repetitive requests and refused to provide infonnation responsive to Complaint Counsel'
discovery. " Motion at 7. Complaint Counsel also contends that it is entitled to issue sixty
identical discovery requests to each Respondent. Motion at 4Respondent Mowrey cites the Scheduling Order issued on August 11 , 2004 which states
that '" (e Jach par is limited to a total of 60 document requests
, 60 interrogatories , and 60

requests for admissions. ",

Mowrey Opposition (quoting Scheduling Order
6). Mowrey cites
the conclusion of the August 10 , 2004 prehearng conference discussion of this issue where the
Cour indicates that it wil " detennine how to account for the several respondents in this
proceeding. " Mowrey Opposition , Exhibit B , at 28. Mowrey argues that Complaint Counsel
does not meet the applicable burden to justifY reconsideration of the Court'
s Scheduling Order;
Complaint Counsel' s motion ignores the most salient and relevant
portons of the transcript of
the prehearing conference; fairess and due process require that the limitations on discovery
apply to each par, and not simply to each side; and contrar to Complaint Counsel'
s arguent
Mowrey has not abused the discovery process. Mowrey Opposition at 6- 15.

Respondent Dennis Gay contends that the Respondents have " separate and distinct
interests and defenses " arld notes that he , like other Respondents , has retained separate counsel to
represent him. Gay Opposition at 1- 2. Gay argues that the Scheduling Order clearly provides
that the discovery limts apply to each party; imposing a discovery limtation on Respondents
collectively is unfair and prejudicial; and the discovery propounded by Gay is relevant.
Gay
Opposition at 2The Corporate Respondents argue that the language of the Scheduling Order is plain and
unambiguous; the paries relied on the language; Complaint Counsel waived its right to bring this
motion by delaying filing the motion until the conclusion of discovery; and the motion seeks
reconsideration rather than clarfication

ofthe Scheduling Order. Corporate Opposition at 3-

Respondent Friedlander joined and adopted the arguents
Respondents. Friedlander Opposition at 1-

made by the other

III.
Pursuant to Commission Rule of Practice 3. , the Administrative Law Judge is required
to hold a scheduling conference and issue a prehearng scheduling order.
16 C.F. R. 99 3.21(b),
3.21(c). In this matter, the prehearg conference was held on August 10
2004 and the
Scheduling Order was issued on August 11 , 2004. The Scheduling Order includes the following
provision , which is at issue:

Each par is limited to a total of 60 document requests , 60
interrogatories , and 60 requests for admissions , except that there
shall be. no limit on the number of requests for admission for
authentication and admissibility of exhbits.
There is no limit to
the number of sets of discovery requests the paries may issue , so
long as the total number of each tye of discovery request
including all subpars , does not exceed these limits. Additional
discovery may be pennitted only for good cause upon application
to and approval by the Administrative Law Judge. Responses and
objections to document requests , interrogatories , and requests for
admission shall be due within 15 days of service.
Scheduling Order ~ 6.
It is clear from reviewing the transcript of the prehearng conference

that the question of
whether the discovery limits would apply to each party or to each side was not resolved. Motion
Exhibit 3 , at 28- 31 (concluding that the Court will "
determne how to account for the several
respondents in this proceeding. ). Rather , the issue was resolved by the plain language of the
Scheduling Order which indicates that the discovery limits apply to each
par. Scheduling
Order ~ 6.
Complaint Counsel has not requested reconsideration ofthe Scheduling Order
, nor would
such reconsideration be appropriate at ths late date. Because discovery has already been issued
by the paries , limting the discovery to a collective total at this point benefits the first
Respondents to issue discovery requests and could result in some Respondents having none of
their document requests , interrogatories , and requests for admissions answered by Complaint
Counsel. Accordingly, the plain language of the scheduling Order will control.

IV.
For the above-stated reasons , Complaint Counsel's motion is

DENIED.
Pursuant to the
document requests , sixty interrogatories
and sixty requests for admissions to each Respondent. Each Respondent is limited to sixty
document requests , sixty interrogatories , and sixty requests for admissions to Complaint Counsel.

Scheduling Order, Complaint Counsel is limted to sixty

ORDERED:

phen J. McGuire
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Date: November 22 , 2004

